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It’s NOT BIG but it is CLEVER
Air is an entirely unique concept in micro powered access:
 Designed to compliment it’s working environment, to be unobtrusive and blend with
it’s surroundings
 Enjoy the benefits of a product engineered for your workplace and not building sites
 Almost silent in operation
 Lightweight and exceptionally manoeuvrable
 Will not damage or mark floor surfaces, walls and doors
 Compact, suited to narrow aisles and confined areas
 Operators quickly feel comfortable and confident when using Air

Air is designed for your workplace and workforce:
 Minimal floor loading, almost silent in operation, compact size, exceptional manoeuvrability and smart unobtrusive
appearance make Air your ideal partner for all overhead applications in all public access environments.
 Shop dressing and signage, cleaning, maintenance and repair, archives and stock picking, duct work and piping,
decorating, lighting and electrical to name a few.
Why Choose Air?
 Air has been specifically designed for public access environments such as shops, offices, hospitals and hotels. Unlike
products intended for the building site, Air is not big, bulky and awkward to move.
 Air works with it’s environment, it is safe and simple to operate. The emphasis is on good unobtrusive design. Air
requires no set up time and compliments the workplace without disruption to the working day.
 Air is the culmination of over 40 years’ design and manufacturing experience and is supplied with a three years’ parts and
labour warranty.
 Your entire workforce will quickly feel comfortable and confident using Air, it is operator friendly and very intuitive.
 Air is fully compliant with all relevant regulations and legislation, CE marked and supplied complete with operation decals
and instructions, certification and manual.
MODEL

DESCRIPTION.

Air Pilot

Push around with 2500mm platform height and
4500mm working height

Air Pilot XL

Push around with 3000mm platform height and
5000mm working height

Air Drive

Self-propelled with 2500mm platform height and
4500mm working height

Air Drive XL Self-propelled with 3000mm platform height and
5000mm working height
Both models have an overall size of 1217mm x 780mm and a
lowered height of 1500mm.
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Cage capacity intended for one operator + work equipment
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AIR products are designed for internal applications and use in zero wind speeds on level, secure surfaces. Competent operators only. If in doubt - ask.

designed for you and your workplace

Retail

Healthcare

Hotel and Leisure

Office and Education

Cleaning Electrical Signage Stock Filling Shop Dressing Plumbing Duct Work General
Maintenance Lighting Decorating Repairs Security Inspection + + + +
There are many hundreds of work tasks and working environments for which AIR is ideally suited, most
public areas will benefits from the use of an AIR access platform, from changing light bulbs in an office to
cleaning on a hospital ward, decorating a hotel Christmas tree to point of sale display in a supermarket,
AIR will tackle them all with ease!
Your workforce will immediately feel confident and comfortable when
using AIR, it is very simple to use, safe and stable -no more wobbly
ladders! Our team will demonstrate your new AIR access platform and
provide you with any familiarisation training you may need to get started, once you have tried AIR you will not know what you did without it!
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AIR products are designed for internal applications and use in zero wind speeds on level, secure surfaces. Competent operators only. If in doubt - ask.

designed for you and your workplace
Push button rocker switches, couldn't be
simpler to operate
Self closing soft stop gate provides easy
cage access and great security

Lanyard fixing point

Durable two part powder coat paint in
subtle greys with yellow accents

Roomy platform and cage, plenty of
work area

Anti-fatigue matting in platform, work in
comfort all day long
Rapid yet smooth elevation and descent
with soft stops, very precise positioning
provided by a state-of-the-art aluminium
telescopic column mast

Super stable chassis, very manoeuvrable, ergonomic easy steer non
-marking wheels with total stop brakes and shock absorbing rims
Very light self-weight of just 215Kg yet due
to design the lift remains rigid and durable

On-board target spirit level
Sealed battery unit provides 200+ complete lifting
cycles under the full 150Kg capacity load. Built in
auto-cut-off charger

the Evolution of Elevation
Edmolift 1964, our first
access platform

Edmolift Today

Emergency descent control, key
switch and battery charger terminals
cleverly protected by wheel arch

access innovations range

Platform tray, ideal for holding your tools and
work equipment

Self-propelled Air Drive models fitted with
joy stick controller on mid mast section in

Edmolift 1976, introduction
of the ARP Series

For over four decades Edmolift have been designing and manufacturing advanced access
and lifting products, the culmination of this work is AIR- the Access Innovations Range.
AIR - the Evolution of Elevation

free on-site demonstrations available
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